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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on an analytit of relationships

mmcng interactive behavior, interactive decision making,"" and `-

interactive processing of information about pupils as perceived by
teachers in thecourte of a lesson. Three teachers participated in

the study. In response to a genera/ request to state their plans for

the lesson the teachers consittently_mehtioned content to be covered

-and actimItiesto_be___enga_cted_in;-and frequently mentioned the
materials tc he used in the 'planned leston. The influence of the

discrepancy between the teacher's expectations and the actual events
during the lesson on teacher decision making is illustrated in three

case studies corresponding to three different degrees of

teacher=perceiVed discrepancy between plans and classroom reality;
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Abstract

A case_study_approach to analysis of reading lessons was taken.

Data on interactive behavior, interactive information processing, and

teacher conceptions of pupils were integrated and a critical variable

was identified for consideration in further studies of teacher decision

taking. = This variable is the amount of teacher-perceived discrepandy

between teacher plan (mental image or expectation for the lesson) and

classroom reality (actual events in the lesson). Three different

types of information processing and decision making were identified,

ccrresponding to three different degrees of teacher-perceived discrepancy

between plan and reality. These were:

1. Little or no discrepancy -- "image- oriented" information

processing and "routine" decisions;

2. Minor discrepancy -- "reality-oriented" information

processing and "inflight" decisions; and

3. Critical discrepancy -- "problem-oriented" information

processing and "postponed" decisions.



AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOUTH BAY STUDY1'2

Studies of teaching have, for the most part, concentrated on the

visible events in classrooms and other places where teaching takes place.

Over 100 systems hzve been developed to record and categorize teacher and

3
Student-behavior in a variety of ways. The use of these Systems has

resulted in a growing field of knowledge about the visible behavior of

teachers and Students as they interact with one another.

Teachingas_Behaving: The Visible Acts

The xesultS of inquiries into teaching can be interpreted from

several points of view.

One interpretation suggests that extremely strong normative pressures

operate to shape tea-Ching behavior. These pressures have great force

in the early years of a teacher's career (including the training period).

This introduction is included, in its entirety, in all four IRT published

reports on the South Pay Study: Teaching Styles at South Bay School: The

-Sauth-Aia Study, Part I (Res. der: ;7o: 57),-K. McNair and B. Joycei Teachers'

Thought South Bay Study, Part II (Res. Ser. No. 58), K.

McNair and B. Joyce; Teachers2 Conceptions of Pupils: The Sou h BaY-StudY,

Part III (Res. Ser. No 59), G. Morine-Dershlmer; and Teacher Plan end

Classroom Reality: The South Bay-Study,Part-IV (Res. Ser. No. 60), G. Mprine

Dershimer.

2The researchers in the South Bay Study were Greta Morine-Dershimer
of Syracuse University, Bruce Joyce of Brooksend Laboratories, and___KaCialeen.

McNair of the California State Department of Education.

3See Anita Simon and Gil Boyer (Eds.), Mirrors for Behavior.

Philadelphia: Research for Better Schools, for a compendium of instruments.

S
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They move teachers toward what Hoetker and Albrand (1969)- have termed

a "recitation style"4 of teaching; This interpretation etphisizes the finding

that many teachers appear to use similar approaches (usually variations on

the retitetitiii-Sty0--4

Other researchers have reported that variety in teaching is associated

with pupil learning (e,g;; Flanders; Note 1), suggesting that those Who are
4

not completely to=d0ted into the recitation style are more effective teachers

because their wider repertoire enables them to reach more learners and

pursue more goals than those who use only one style.

Dwakin And Biddle (1974) have organized their research somewhat differently,

providing a picture ofthe relationships between variations in teaching

style and skill and measures of effectiveness (usually measures of student

learning). These authors are generally pessimistic because correlations

between measures of teacher behavior and student learning are frequently

quite low.-

ROsenshins(1971), on the other hand, has taken an optimistic view,

emphasizing that a number of Studies of certain teaching "skills" report

positive correlations with measures of student learning.

Gage (1978) presents research on teaching as a growing baed of

Understanding; He believeS that teaching is a complex art which science

informs gradually; To expect a few dithensions of teaching to correlate

directly and highly with any few measures of pupil learning,-he says

belies both its many-sidedness and the state of cleveIopment of inquiry

into it.

Gage's view that teaching-is compIexi_endthat concepts describing it

will have to reflett that complexity is supported by the findings of

4A --

.

style in which the teacher asks questions to elicit knowledge of facts;

and the student responds in kind (Hoetker & Albrand, 1969).
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several recent studies. For example, McDonald and Elias; Note 2) and

Berliner (1976), in separate phases of the same large, long-term investiia-

tion, report evidence that clusters or patterns of teacher behaviors may

be associated with complexes of variables of student achievement. They

suggest that single aspects of teocher behavior are umakely to be

powerful determinants of student learning.

There are still other queStiona about stability of tea :king styles,

that is, how consistently teachers behave over time. Medley (1977) has

reported that a number of teaching style dimensions are relatively stable

(that measures of teaching behaviors at one point in time are correlated

with those measures at another point in time). Shavelson (1976), on the

other hand, argues that the correlations between aspects of teacher

behaVior across time are moderate -- too low to permit characterization

of teachers in terms of style regularities. We (the South Bay Study

researchers) believe that certain aspects _of teacher behay.3or are reasonably

stable across time (Medley's poaltioloand that there are probably

Chia-tett of teacher behavior which are related to certain aspects of student

achievement (McDonald & Berliner's opinion); Research must go a long way,

however, before causal reldtiOnShipS can be established between important
1

dimensions of teacher behavior and student achievement, even though

,

knowledge is accumulating;

Teaching- - _Acts

In sharp contrast to the large amount of research on the observable

aspects of teaching behavior is the tiny quantity that has been devoted

--to--the_study of _how___ted_cherS think -- how they process information. What

do teachers think about the indiVidUala they interact with? What kinds of

decisions do they make? What kinds of information do they receive from the
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confusing world of-the classroom; and how tin they deal with '`ihat information?

HoW do teachers plan lessons and units? What constraints do they perceive?

aklman7TalterhatiVbirdo they consider? .How do they categorize their

students and why?

Most of the tiny group of studida on teacher thinking have not been

desigted from a naturalistic point of vie'. ZahOtik (Note 3 ) points out

that planning has.typically been studied from a prescriptive stance,

focusing on ideal models and recommenations rather than how teachera

in practice typically prepare-for lessons. For example, much research

on preadttve decision making has assumed that teathert diagnose student

learning, deVeldp behavioral objectives; and otherwiSe f011ow classic'

"instructional- systems" models. But naturalistic investigations haye

indicated that very few teachers actually use such a behavioral analysis

in preparing for their lessons (Popham & Baker, 1970).

Fif teeny-ear§ ago, _Joyce ..and_ Harootunian (1966), studying the- decision--

making processes of preservice teachert)-candidates; discovered that the

major decisions were made in relation to instructional materials for

children. The teachers' major sources of information about science came

from children's literature rather than from adult-oriehted hooks or manuals

that accompany the instructional systems prepared by textbookpublishers.

Scientific knowledge about the kinds of informationthat teachers use for

making "inflight" decisions is almost nonexistent.

Except for the investigations by Clark and Joyce (1979), Crist,

Marx, and Peterson (Note 4), and Morine-Dershithet an- Valiance (Note ) ,

there have been almost no studies of informatiot processing during teething

:prior to this study. Thus, although overt teacher behaVicir has been

subjected to analysis by numerous category systems, there are feu ways of

olaaaifyin the kinds of teacher thinking that go on regularly during the.

course of teaching. Yet; untilthe thoughts and feelings which occur

9



during teaching are explored, thevisible observed behaviors may4lot be

understood.
AP

When a teacher asks_a question, an observer can n'e6ord the visible

behavior cieATIy enough without underStandihg the mind that formualtes

tke question; However,,, the result is only a record. Unless the thought

_ -

behind the utterance is known; little can be known about what caused it.'

If researchers and educators dare to use 'informatiOn aboutteaching as

a basis for improving it, they need to understand why teachers behave

as they do;

The investigation reported here builds on this limited body of

research to explore and try to explain relationships between the teaching

styles of a small group of teachers in one school and the types of

infOrmation those teachers seek and use as they teach.

RelationshirL to- Prior Studies

The South Bay Study builds directly on two prior studies, one directed

by Joyce at Stanford University (Clark & Joyce, 1979; Crist, Marx, & Peterson;

(Note 4), and one conducted by Morine-Dershimer at the Far West Laboratory
fi

for/iducational Research and Development ( gorine Valiance, Aote.5; iforine=

Dershimer & Valiance, Note 6).

The Stanford study examined teasher decision making io a laboratory

setting. Twelve teachers taught new instructional units to juniz- high

school students previously unkhown to them. They taught each unit to

three different groups of eight students each on three different days.

Teacher planning (Peterson, Marx;& Clark, Note 7), interactive decision

_
bakii* (Clark & Peterson, Note 8), and teacher judgment of pupils (Marx,

Note 9) were all examined in this study.

0



The Beginning Teacher EvaldatiOn Study (BTES) conducted by the Far

West riabOratory.examined teacher dciSiCiii making - in a semi-controlled

Setting. Forty elementary school teachers identified as "mole effective"

or "less effective"
(Berliner,Jote10) taught two lessons based op:

_ .

curriculum content new to them to a randomly stratified sample of pupils,

from their own ciasgrooms; later, they engaged in some siulated planning

.

tasks. Teddher planning (both shatt-term and long- term), interacsdve.

decision makingi teacher judgments of pupils; teacher judgMentS of other 7

teachers,and pupil perceptions of teachers were all examined.'

The Stanford and BIES studies used somewhat different techniques,

collect data on teacher decision making; and arrived at complementary

findings; -The South Bay'StUdy incorpbrated some data collectidd procedures

from these earlier studies, as well as instituting some new procedures.

The similarities and differences are described here to illustrate the

continuity of these three studies.

-The- Investig.ation of Short -Tern PlannituA

In the study directed by Joyce at Stanford; teachers were given new

curriculum materials and a period of time in which to plan a day's unit. of

instruction. The teachers were.asked to "think aloud" as they planned; their

oral:planning-was tape recorded'and later-coded d under categories such' as

objectives, materials; subject tatter; and process. The-study's results

iadicate that teachers spent raosty f their planning time dealing with tOtt

tent to be taught. The teachers' second largeat area of concentration was

on instructional processeS' (teaching strategies and lesson aCtivi,ties);

The smallest proportion of their planning time was spent on identifying

lesson objectives.

In the BITS; Morine=DerShimer collected teachers' written plans for

two laggrots in mathematics and reading, both dealing with Content

avrovided by researchers and ne:.y to teadhera. These plans were analyzed-.
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to determine _degree of :specificity, type .of format amount of attention-

to goals, -.plipiI readinesS, evalUation procedures; and alternative procedures;

Teachers tended to be fairly specific in their written plans andused an

outline format,'but they included very feW statements regarding behavioral

goals, diagnosis of student needs, evaluation of learning, or possible

alternative activities. The "more effective" teachers made more specific

statements in their written plans, and mentioned instructional processes

to be used more often than the other teachers did.

In the South Bay Study, teachers planned and taught lessong in reading;

following the curriculut they normally used; to groups of pupils in their

own-classrooms. These teachers were interviewed about their plans in the

Morning before their reading lessons began. They described their general

_

plan, and then answered questions about diagnosis of pupil needs, use of

instructional materials, specific lesson objectiveS-; teaching strategy, and

seating arrangements. While diagnosis of pupil needs, lesson objectives,

r

and seating arrangements were seldom mentioned in the initial plan state-
.

ments; teacher responses to probii.g questions clearly demonstrated that

these aspects of the lessonS were not being ignored but-rather, Were part

Of:their "mental image" or set of expectations for the lesion;

The Investigation_of_Interactive Decision Making
.

In the StanfOrd study, interactive.decision making was investigated

by use of a "stimulated recall" technique. An interviewer showed each

teacher four-brief (two to three minutes long) videotaped segments of

claSsroom interaction,..randomly selected from a 50-minute lesson. After

__-___
viewig:each segment, the teacher answered a series of questions, as follows:

s

1; What were On doing here?

2. What were -you moticing- about pupils?

;.

3. Did youhave any instructional objectives. in mind at this point?

_a 12
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4. Were you considering any alternative actions here?

5. Was there anything in thiS situation that caused you to behave

differently than; you had planned?

The principal findings were: (1) teachers considered alternative
.16

strategies only when the lesson was going poorly; (2) the primary cue

15

used to judge how well the lesson was going was student participation and

inVOlvd14ett, and (3) teachers rarely changed from their plduned strategy;

even when instruction was going poorly.

6

The BTES also'used a stimulated recall technique to explore interactive

S?

decision making.' But in this case the entire 20-minute lesson was

videotaped and played back to the teacher; Who was instructed to stop the

tape at any point at which s/he was aware of havittg.7made a-decision. In

addition; the interviewer stopped the:tape at a point where a :pupil gave

an incrirrect-answer and a pozuL where-thee cia-s-Ta- transition from one

activity to another. At each decision point the teacher was asked:

1. What were you thinking about here?

2. What were you noticing that made you stop and thirik?

. What did you decide to do?

4. Did you consider any alternatives?

The deCiSion points identified by teachers.in thiS study.were related

mainly to interchanges (decisions stemming from immediate verbal interaction)

or planned Activities (interactive dediSiOns stemming from preactive

dediSidt6). Teachers focused on instructional process in discussing the

substanCe of their decisions; but shifted to a focus on pupil characteris-

tics when discussing the basiS for these decisions. Few alternatives
z -

Were considered; The "less effective" teachers tended to mention a

larger initber'of items that they were taking into account on almost all

aspects of deciSions discussed than the "more effective" teachers. That

AS; they appeared to be attempting 'to process. more information at a_given

13



decision point than the "more effective" teadherS.

The South Bay. Study incorporated some techniques from both previous

studies in conducting stimulated recal4 interviews, as well as adding some

new investigatiVe procedures. A teacher was videotaped during two

reading lessons on the same day, one with a high ability group, and one

with a low ability ,.roup. At the end of the day both lessons were played

back to the teacher, first usg two random stops for each lesson (as in

the Stanford study), then playing the entire lesson 'Jack, stopping the

tape at teacher-identified decision points (as in the BTES)
ti

were conducted at four different points in the school year,

changes over time. Interactive behavior during lessons was

Interviews

to investigate

observed

and'coded to compare teacher decision making with classroom beh7avior;

----The-Ititttgat611-70f-Th - .7Tri

Teachers in the Stanford study were asked after each nee lesson they

taught to predict the rank -order of their students in that lesson on a'

cognitive achievement test and an attitude inventory, which were

ministered after the -third teaching episode; (The students were

to the teacheri before the lesson, and each lesson was taught to

different group of pupils.) In Additicit, teachers were asked to describe

ad=

unknown

a

the student cues they used in making these predictions. The most frequently

mentioned cue was "student participation;" Regression equations using the

behavioral cues identified by teachers were not good predictors of actual

student achievement or Attitude inventory results. Findings suggested

that teacher judgments about student attitudes were more accurate than

their judgments about cognitive achievement;

In the BTES, a "pupil sort task" was used to explore teacher

judgments about pupils; After teaching two new lessons to their-students,

teachers were asked to sort their pupils into groups based on something.

14
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they had observed about pupils during the lesson. The procedure was

repeated until the teacher could think of no new basis for regrouping

pupas. The most frequently used basis was pupil participation. The

"more effective" teachers generated more groupings using cognitive

characteristics as bases for categorizing, and also formed more groups
.116

where a pupil was singled out as being too different on a given charac-

teristic to be grouped with other pupils.

The South Bay teachers were interviewed using the pupil sort task

at five different points in the school year; this was on to explore

changes over time in pupil characteristics being observed. Teachers were

asked to predict pupil success in reading three times (September, November,

and June). These predictions were compared to pupil performance on

Standard achievement tests to determine "accurady7__Cif teacher judgmerrq-

The predictions were compared to teacher rankings of pupils on other

teacher-identified pupil characteristics

teachers in making predictions.

The Continuity of Investigation

identify the cues used by

The three studies canbe viewed as a series of investigations which

explore-a basic set of queStionS, using somewhat different research

settings and data collection techniques. The findings of the first two

studies complement and support each other f7n important ways. The findings

f the South Bay study extend; refine, and throw new light on the findings

Of the earlier exploratory stUdieS. In addition, the results of the South

Bay Study suggest new questions for future research.

The Purpose of the South Bay Study-and_Background_anformation

Our major objective in thiS atudy was to develop one or more

paradigms for viewing the ways that teadhers process information, and a
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to generate and adapt methodologies by which information processing can be

studied efficiently and comprehensively. The South Bay Study is

essentially a case study of a single elementary school in a large

metropolitan area; It focuses on the variety and stability of the informa-
,

tion-processing behavior of 10 teachers.

The_South Bay School is staffed by 20 teachers, a principal; an

assistant principal, and two secretaries; it is served by three specialists

who are shared with other schools. The school qualities for extensive

ESEA Title I (federal) and SB 90 EDT (state) funds by virtue of the

,-
economic conditions cf its neighborhood.

In recent years, state and national funds haVe resulted in teachers'

participation in the selection and purchase of extensive instructional

materials, especially in the areas of reading and mplcirbpmati-cs. These

include self-instructional stations for reading and arithmetic, "concrete

aids," "supplementary and a variety of audiovisual materials and

"skiIibuiiders."

The 10 teachers who participated in the study teach grades one to

five. One of-them was male; nine were white and one was black. All

10 teachers had taught for at least thtee years. Teachers designated as

101, 102, and 103 taught fitSt=gtadd; Teachers 104 and 105 taught third

grade; Teacher 106 taught fourth-grade; Teachers 107. and 108 taught fifth-

grade; and Teachers 109 and 110 taught special education.

Study Design and Methodology

The South Bay Study examined three aspects of teacher behavior and

thinking:

1. Interactive-teaching-styles, as revealed by observation of verbal

interaction, including an examination of variations between

teachers and stability of styles over time.

"How do the teachers' teach?" "How-are they similar?"

they differ?" "How consistently do they- teach?"

16
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2. Thought__proceases_while teaching, as revealed through "stimulated-
-

recall" techniques.

"What do_they think about as they teach?" "How similarly

(differently?) do they think?" "How consistent are their

thoughts over time ?"

3. Teacher conceptions of pupils, as revealed by categories used to

describe students and predict their behavior.

''How -do they describifhe childrenf" How Y .

Wifferantly)--do-they perceive the children?" "How (and how,

well) do they predict performance?
.

The.- Investigation of Teaching Styles

Each of the 10 teachers was observed 12 times in the course of the

1976=77 year for a total of 120 observations;

Observers were trained to use a complex category system developed over

the yeart_that is sensitive to variations-in-teaching_ttyle_and_strategy 5

Data collected were analyzed to describe sidiratitesarences among

teachers and across time, to determine stylistic differences between

curriculum areas, and to determine whether the transactions between

teachers and students varied- with student ability. The purpose of this

aspect of the investigation was to.develop a picture of the teaching goiag-

,

on in the school, and its stability and variety.

The Study Of Information Processing

Altogether, 60 lessons were videOtaped as. the teachers worked. Each

of these tapes was played back to the teacher concerned and s/he was

interviewed to recapture the thoughts that were in hid/her mind as events

occurred during the videotaped episode. The protocols derived from these
41

"stimulated recall" interviews formed the basis for the descriptions of

interactive information processing. Analysis of thead protocols focused'

on the content of the recalled thoughts and was structured to determine

similarities and differences among the teachers and across time, betOded

subject areas, and between ability groups of students. ti additioni

5
Min coationi /n dniscribed ii Antrendix_A__o Pat7I.
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attempted to determine relationships between teachers and decision

making styles;

We also interviewed teachers-to determine their perceptions of their

teaching styles and information-processing behaviori. Characterizations

were developed of the_teaChing_and information-procrising styles of each

teacher, and these were reported to the teacher for confirmatio

disconfirmation.

Conceptions of Pupils

On five occasions throughout the school year, the teachers were

asked to categorize their students and describe the bases they used

-for observing__the children_as they worked with them (what cues they used,

--hew-they-put-togethr-these-eues to deseribe-the-ehiadrenT-anct-the-meami

of'these descriptions fortheirteaching decisions). These data were

analyzed to determine normative tendencies, differences between teachers,

and the stability of characterizations of the students across time. We

also analyzed the data to try to learn how teachers arrived at their

characterizations of students:, whether or not changes resulted from con-

tinued exposure to the children, and, the influence of a variety of

sources of information about pupils (direct observation, conferences with

parents, test scores, etc.).

Organixatian-oe_Report

The report of the South Bay Study is organized into four separate

papers:

1. The Teaching Styles at South Bay School: he-South-Bay-Swtg,

Part I by K. McNair & B. Joyce. This paper focuses primarily on the

general patterns of teaching styles In 'the South Bay School. The patterns
_

eichibited are those of-the41recitation method," or in current parlance,

"direct teaching:"
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.2. Teachers' Thoughts While Teaching: The-South Bay Study; Part II

by K. McNair and B. Joyce. This paper examines teachers' thought processes

while teaching. Stimulated recall interviews of feathers wPre used to

obtain data for analysis.

1,----Teather-Conceptions-af Pupils -= An7OttgrOWth of Instructional

Context: The South Bay Study; Part III by G. Morine-DerShiter. This

paper reports the general patterns of teacher processing of information

about pupils, including teacher conceptions of pupils and predictions of

pupil success. The influence of the instructional context on teacher

information processing is highlighted.

4. Teacher Plan and ClaSSroom-le_South Bay Study, Part IV

by G. Morine=Dershimer-7-Ths Paper-lbcuses primarily on an analysis of

reintinnship<among intprAr-rive_b_ebavior, interaCtiSe detision making:, and

interactive processing of information about pupils within specific lessons.

The influence of the discrepancy between the teacher's expectations and the

actual events in the lesson on teacher decision making is illustrated in

three case- studies
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-Teacher Plan and Classroom Reality:

, The South Bay Study; Part IV

Greta Marine-Dershimej

The South Bay Study was designed to collect data over time on

both the behavior and the thinking of a small. group of teachers;

with the expectation that the two types of data would be related

and that these relationships would serve .to illuminate the process

of teaching.--Thit-peperlaresents-a-microcosmic-examination
of-the-

data, focusing on the critical relationship between teacher plan and

y-in7indiVidual----lessont-;--Tire-dis-crepancy between

these two entities turned out to be 4n. ibportant factor in_the information
cq.-'

processing,and decision making of the South Bay teachers:

-------------- _ .
_

This paper differs from the other three reports,of the avidy in

three ways:
;

1. The analysis presented:herd integrates all three sets:of data

(interactive behavior; interactiVe_iaformation.processing, and

.

teacher conceptions of pupils), while the preceding papers have

examined each data set'separazely.

2. The aPprOach focuses on the individual teacher engaged

planning and teaching a specific Ipstonirather than on the

general patterns of a_groupof teadhers; the lessons analyzed

here were all taught in January; when classroom routines Were

well established.

3. The analysis of stimulattd'recall 'protocols has been expanded

to inclu§e.categories4Other than expressed teacher concerns;

e 1Greta Marine-Dershimer, formerly with the Far West Laboratory, is

now a professor in the School of Education at Syracuse University.



Method

Coding Stimulated Recall Protocols

The category system used herd to code stimulated'recall.ProtodolS

is---a-refined-vii-sion_ofsystemrwe deVeldped in an earlier study of

teacher decision making,(Momine & Valiance, 1975). Thit tystem includes
-

four major types of categories:'

1. Tgpe of Decision Point (pupil-related decision, plan-related

aecision, supplementary decision, explanation of routine
procedures, ordescription of specific events).

2. Instructional Concerns (pupil learning; pupil attitudes, pupil

behavior; lesson content-information;_ lesson content-skill or

process; typical procedures, ixodifitation of procedures;

commercially produced instructional- materials; teadher-
instructional materials; plah=telated pacing; or

pupil - related pacing);

3. Sources of Information (observation of pupils' verbal behavior,

observation of pupils' nonverbal behavior, teacher expectation,

teacher recall of prior knowledge; or teacher records).

4. Teacher AwarenessjprincipIes of instruction identified, teacher

feelings expressed; or_eiternative procedures identified).

At any one, decision point, a teacher could mention several types

of inatriittional concerns; several sources of information, or several

types(of awareness: .For each subcategory, a measure was deriVed indicating

thepercntage of decision points at which the teacher mentioned that

_ .

particular type of-concern; source of information, or awareness.

Pulling Out the Plan'

A "teacher plan'-'3 is not a simple entity to identify. 'A variety of

'2-See appendix for definitioha and examples of categories and ,subcategories..

3
hi: this stn , the phrase "teacher plan refers tothe:teadher's _ .

detailed and comprehensive image or set of expectations for the lessoni_rather.

than a_vritten lesson plan. It is this mental plAh which a teacher carries

into the interactive phase -of the lesson; and which. appears to guide inter-

active information processing;

23



procedures have been used to ferret out the kinds of decisiona that teachers

make in planning. Zahorik (Note 1) asked teachers retrospectively to list

these decisions in the order in which they were made. Peterson, Marx,

And Clark (1978) had teachers plan'aloud into a tape recorder. Yinger

(hole _made extensive observations of a teacher's activities during

the preactive phase, and recorded her planning decisions as she "thought
_

aloud;" These studieS in idated-that-Oteattive_decisiona tend to focUS

on subject matter content and instructional activities; rather than on

lesson objectives; But the preactive decisions and the Written plan

are two very different things;

Teachers typically record Only minimal information about their

lesson plans in their weekly plan books. Participants in the Beginning

-TeaCher.Evaluation Study (RTES) (M0shimr7, Note 5) agreed to write

. -

lesson pUns and submit them to interviewers; but stated that this WAS not

_
their normal' style of preparing for lessons; A comparison of these lesSan

plahs with atival-at-tiVities in the subsequent lessons revealed that.thise

teachers had made preactive decisions about several iMportatt aspects of

lessons that re nom mentioned in-their written plans (Morine=Detahibiet,-

Not

In the South Bay Study, a planning interview was conducted with each

/7- ---
iteacher in an effort to pull out the "unstled plans.", JUSt before the

school day started, the teacher was asked what i /he had planned for the

readin&lesson that was to be observed later that day; This rather;

general question was follawed by a series of Specific- probes:

1. Is"theie anything about the pupils that you want to comment on in

relation'to your planning?

. 'Is t re anything about the materials that you have selected that
yo- want to comment on in relation to your planning?

24



4

3. Did your planning result in a specific dominant objective for this

particular lesson?

Could you comment on your teaching strategy, or the instructional

process you're planning to use?

5. Is there anything:_about the seating attangeMent that you'd like

to comment on in relation to your planning for this le4son?

6. Is this leeton different in any way from your typical reading

lesson?

Was-your -platinitag-for this lesson different in any way from

your typical planning?

In response to the general request to state their plans, the South'

Bay teachers tonsistentlymentiOned content to be covered and activities

to be engaged in, and frequently mentioned the mater al-t-to_be_used in

the planned lesson. This pattern of response was quite similar to patterns

reported in previous studies (Zahorik, Note 1; Peterson et al., 1978).

While the SOUth Bay teachers rarely mentioned pupil ability, specific

objective, teaching strategy, or seating arrangement in their responses

to the general question, their ready responses to the probing questions

intlinated that their mental_piens, or- images-of the lessons to be taught,

did include these. aspects of instruction.- ThUe their mental images Were

more detailed and covered more aspects of the lessOn thaS their recorded

.

;

This finding was aidilat to that of the BTES (Morihe-Dershiter,

Not

Determ in 1_Scie-az7-131c-etween_Pin Ian encl.-Reality.

A critical variable that emerged from the analysis,: of Individual lessons

is the amount of discrepancy' that exists between the
teacher"plan and

the classroom
reality.4,-In stimniatedrecall-itierviews; as well as

. .

. in planning interviews, the South.Bay teachers revealed a great deal

4
Discrepancy referS.0_theteicher's perception Of how closely. the

- actual eventa approximated his her expectations about how the lesson

woad. probably proceed. =



aboUt their mental lesson plans; and they indicated how closely the

,actual lesson approximated their mental image.

The amount of teacher-perceived discrepancy between plat- and reality

was measured byt the proportion of'deCiSiOt points at which:a
; ,-

teacher expressed""surprise" at the event under distussion,.or otherwise

it4j.cated that the event did not fit well yithin the teacher='s set Of

expectatiOnt for the lesson; and (2) the proportion of decision points at
-

_ _ _ _

which the teacher reported being disturbedprbOtheted by;the=event under

discussion.

A lesson where there was little orno perceived discrepancy betWeet

.Plat and reality was one tn,whicli'less than 25% of the teacher- identified
(

de-dial-at points it the lesson were describedas-"non-eXpected" events=.

Here, I found ti&t teacher information processing was "image=briented,"

.

with teacher recall of previous knowledge abon; pupils flaying an

iportant part; Decision points were handled by'established'routines.

A leagot=showing a minor discrepancy between plan and reality was

:one where 50% or more teacher-identified decision points were deStribed

asmon-expected'eVehtS, bi.dless thin 25% were described as disttrbitg

or bothersome; 1 found that teacher infornlatioA-processing is this.

.situation was "reality oriented," with a fairly narrow range of pupil

behavior being observed. Decision points here were handled by "inflight"

decisions;

A leggon showing-a critical discrepancy was-one where 50% or more
.

of the decision poittg were described as non-expected events, and 50%

or more were also deadribed as disturbing or bothersome. Here, I fottd

thatiteacher inforMation processing was-"problem-oriented," With

teachers tapping a broad spectrum of information about pupils; Decisions in

_ 2

-thiscase Were Postponedto alater time;



Case Studies

Pattetha in discrepancy between plans and actual lessons are

iiiustrated by the cases of three of fhe teAdheta who participated in.

the South Bay Study. Each case was developed from the

. of information:

ing types'

1; the teacher's general patterhS Of_tlassroint interaction; inter-

active inforthation processing; and conceptions of pupils;

2.
_ _ _

d_spenific.lesson planned and taught by-the teacher in January;

when classroom routines were well establiShed;
s _

3. the patterns of classr-oom itteractian;interactive information_

processing; and conceptions Of pupils exhibited in'thid specific

lesson; and

. the degfee of teacher-perceived discrepancy between lesson plan

. and cladsroam reality; .

.
Results and Discussima

The three teachers desctibed herd differed from each other in their

apprdatheS to the teaching of reading; but they were all quite representative

of the central tendencies of interactive behavior and thinking reported

in Parts 1 and 11 of the South Bay Study. Furthermore; the lessons

fairlyhere were fairly typical for each teacher.

The case studies are presented in a sequence that torrespottisro

their placemen-along a continuum of perceived discrepancy between teacher

plan and classroom reality.

Teacher 102 perceived little or no diadrepancy between plan and reality.

The infOrthation processed 'in this lesson was derived more from the plan

than-from the reality; and could be characterized as %mage-oriented."

DediSiat-points in this lesson were handled by routiu0s;

Teadhet 105 perceived some-minor discrepancies between the plan for

the lesson and the reality of the lesson as it progressed. The idforma-

tion that was processed in thiS leaacia was derived more from the reality

that=ftam the plan; and can.be-characterited as "reality- oriented."



"Inflight" decisiott_were made in this lesson;

Teacher 103 perceived more serious discrepanciet between -the plan

--L-
and the reality of the clattroom. The Information fiat was procested was

more varied; possibly reflecting a search strategy,- and can be charac=

tetited7as-"problem-oriented.
0 Decisions in thiS-lesson were-postponed; -7-----

and the teacher gave descriptions of the events rather than discussing

The case studies which folloW illUttrate in detail these differences

in teacher: information processing and decision making.

Teacher 102: Image-Oriented Information Processing

Teacher 102 had developed a first-grade classroom designed to promote

cognitive independence in pupils; but SO-cidl independence was not a-basic

goal. The general pattern of classroom interaction was similar to that

of the total group of South Bay teachers; with heavy use of factual

information processing; and a strong incidence of implementing instruc-

tion; directive procedures; andpositive feedbadk. With regard to

conceptions of pupils; this teacher focused primarily on pupil personality

traits and on pupil ability/ach:evement.

In the stimulated recall interviews, Teacher 102 tended to provide

eXplanationi of the classroom routines that were being used, rather than

to ditcust decisions being made at the time. The decisions that were

discussed were alMost exclusively pupil -related decisions-. This teacher's

instructional concerns were.highly.foCUSed on pupil learning; with lesson

content (emphasis on skill or procets); typical procedures; and

commercially produced materials also being mentioned to: some extent. The

most frequently reported sources of information were observations of

/f_

pupils verbal behavior and teacher recall of previous knowledge about

pupils.



_

The January lesson for Teacher 102 was one in which the teacheivag-
-----

working with two low-achieving pupils who were reading aloud from a

Sullivan reader; The interaction patterns in this lesson were similar to

the typical patterns for this teacher, except that the proportions of

higher-order information processing and of student talk were muct. higher

than normal, and corrective feedback was slightly higher than normal. The

stimulated recall protocol was also quite siMilat to this teacher's overall

pattern of response. The following excerpt from the stimulated recall

protocol, with related segments of verbal interaction, in the lesson,

will illustrate the trend of this teacher's thinking;

[Jose is reading aloud.

Teacher: No.J
5

Teacher's comment: He's dtrugglitig, and I didn't know whether he'd

get the "eh" for "want". Often times they'll say "want" (rhymes

with "can't"). Then I give them a chance to try another sound for

the "a". But I want them to do it themselves, so I'm waiting to

give him a chance to do it. Thdh if he doedt't know itt, I'll go

-,
ahead and tell him the "a"

flansays and then he'll get it.

Vales is reading ,aloud

Teacher: What is this sound ?]

Teacher's comment: I do go over to Jose here too, so I'm

teaching the sound to both of them even though Jose might not be

following along in the book. They both have been given cards to

practice these sounds at home. If I come across the sounds that

they have on their drill cards, I circle them in the book, so

they stand out a little bit.

29
5Material in 'brackets represents the action or dialogue occurring in

the 'Videotape.



[Miles is reading aloud.

Teacher: No. This has the "ah" sound.

Mies: Whant.

--- -Teacher: I just want to hear "ah."

Miles: What

Teacher: O.K.

Mies: What the little rabbit knew...]

Teacher's comment: You notice I point to all the words for

them because they're inclined to be wiggly. Eventually I'll

switch them to markers and have them do it on their own.

But sometimes; just moving the markers; they move it down two

lines, and the mechanics of it IS difficult for them; When I

poitt it's easier to keep their attention* and then I can also

point to the word they miss;

I noticed herd that both of them are still separating

their sounds a lot at this stage, so that's on my mind --

how fluently they're reading.

Niles is reading aloud.

Teacher: O.K. What does this Sound say now? Just this sound.)

Teachers' comment: I notice that Miles, quite often, when I ask

him what a sound is, when I circle a sound, he wants to tell me

the whole word. And I'm never quite sure now if he's memorizing

the whole word or if he really sees the Sound. I want him to

know the "ow" in there; I don't want him just to know the word.

I want him to know the "ow" whenever he sees it; so he'll

recognize it in other situations (words).



Dose is reading aloud; and says 'want (rhymes with "cantt").

Teacher:

Teachers comment: You see, Miles is different. Miles can

go ahead and say "want",(rhyming with can't) and then change

it to",..!ant" (pronounced correctly) because he knows it

doesn't make sense: Othert will say "want".(rhyming with

can't) and not switch over. Jose doesn't switch over on his

own. (At the close of this lessOn, the teacher worked with a

group of kindergarten children who were getting an early

introduction to reading.)

10

This protocol deMaiitttatet Teacher 102's tendency to provide explana-

tions of the typical classroom procedures almost half of the time, and to

discuss deditiOnt being made during the lesson only about half of the

time; The strong concern with pupil learning (knowledge of sounds;

ability to recognize a given -sound in a variety of "situatian§,' or words)

is tlearly evident; Aso. Observation of verbal behavior was the

principal source of information used, although the teacher also operated

on recall of indiVidiial'differences between these pUpilS that had been

exhibited in 'earlier lesstibb. At important principle of instruction

for thit teacher was clearly stated (i.e., that pupils should correct

their own errors), but it was also evident that this principle was

selectively applied. (If Jose could not correct hithSelf, he would be:

told the correct. sound;)
_

The verbal interaction included in this segment of the protocol

explains the high incidence of student talk and higher=order information

processing recorded in this lesson; The reading thete children were doing in=

volved constant-application of the dcz17:04nng principles they had learned.

. ;_
(They Were not relying pn a sight vocabulary.) The teacher's frequent
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use of corrective feedback is clearly evident in this protocol.

The verbal interaction in this lesson reflected fairly closely

Teacher 102't overall objective to helppupils develop cognitive

independence. The stimulated recall protocol indicated the teacher's

general_satisfaction with the events in the lesson. Alternative

procedures were discussed in terms of standard procedures being used

somewhat differently with different pupils; There was no indication

that the teacher was questioning the effectiveness of any of these

procedures; Thus the image that emerges from this protocol is that of

a teacher who has selected and refined an instructional system that

fits an important objective, and who is quite satisfied with the way

that system is operating.
4..

The responses to the pupil sort task at the close of this lesson

exemplified Teacher 102's general emphasis on pupil ability/achievement;

and a tendency to single pupils out. There were only six pupils present

in the room during this afternoon lesson, so an the grolps formed- were

quite small. The labels included:

1. pupils who were working nicely alone (4 pupils), and pupils

working with me (2);

2. pupils who entered the class late and are now working with the

kindergarten childrenI'm introducing to Words-in=Color (2);
pupil who did work with the kindergarten children, but is

now working altine_(1); pupils who read with the aide while

I read with the kindergartet_children(2); pupil who reads_with

the morning group -but stays in the afternoon because there's

no one at home (1); and

3. pupils at the bottom of the class, who may not finish the

first -grade books.(2),Tupils who should finish all the

first-grade books (4).

In response to the interviewer's request that she group the pupils

according to theit success in the day's lesson, Teacher 102 formed two

groups: pupils whd did very well (3); and pupils that I didn't read

With today(3).;
32

The conceptions of pupils that were reported for this lesson were
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focused on general characteristics of ability and achievement, rather

than on specific behaviors observed during the lesson; In the stimulated

recall protocol; teacher recall of prior information about pupils was a

more frequently reported source of information than observations of

actual pupil behavior. Together; these facts indicate that Tedther 102

was not collecting very much new information about pupils in this

lesson. Teacher awareness was focused on instructional principles

being used, and the few alternatives mentioned related to how these

principles were applied differently with different pupils.

To summarize, the January lesson for Teacher 102 was an instance

Of a typical lesson in a smoothly-operating instructional system; The

teacher plan and the classroom reality were quite cloSely matched; The

teacher infcitmation processing in this lesson.can be characterized as

"image-oriented;" the teacher was operating primarily on pre-formed images

Of the pupils and of the instructional process. The reality of the

situation did not "intrude" because there was very little discrepancy

between the teacher's expectations and the actual events in the leaSon

The decision points that did arise were handled readily by established

routines, and few "on the spot decisions wire required.

Teacher 105: Reality-Oriented Information Processing

A principal objective in Teacher 105 s third-grade classroom was for

Children to learn responsibility. With the exception of the scheduled

meetings Of reading groups; children had the option to ohbose which of

several assigned tasks they would work on during each reading period.

Teacher 105 was usually videotaped during a group reading lesson, however;

and the classroom interaction patterns'in these leSants were very similar

to the "Standatd" pattern in the school, with high use of factual informa-

tion processing and a persistent-use of instructional implementation,
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directive procedures; and positive feedback. In describing characteristics

of pupils, this teacher generally focused on pupil personality traits

(particularly pupil initiative and self-concept) and pupil involvement;

in the stimulated recall interviews; Teacher 105 tended to'discutt

decisions rather than to offer explanations of procedures; Pupil--;

related decisions were mentioned most frequently, but plan-related

decisions and supplemental decisions were also mentioned. Instructional

concerns expressed by thiS teacher included pupil learning, pupil

attitude, lesson content (emphdsit on information , and modification of

procedures. The-most frequently mentioned source of information was

Observation of pupils verbal behavior. Teacher awareness was expressed

primarily in comments about instructional principles being used.

The January lesson for Ted-cher 105 involved the slow reading group.

The typical procedure for this group was used, i.e., introducing new

words from the story (written on the chalkboard), followed by silent

reading of one or two pages at a time; and reading aloud to answer

comprehension questions.

The interaction patterns in this lesson were very similar to those

typical for this teacher. Patterns of response on the stiMulated recall

protocol differed, somewhat from the teacher's normal patterns in that

more pupil- and plan-related decisions were discussed, and fewer

explanations given. Modifications of procedures were mentioned more

frequently than usual, and there was an increase. in both observation of

,__
pupils' verbal behavior and teacher recall of prior knowledge about

pupils. No comments were made to indicate teacher awareness of instruc-

tional principles used, teacher feelings, or instructional alternatives;

The folloWing.excdrpts from the stimulated recall protocol exemplify-

both the interactive behavior and the teacher's thinking in this lesson.



Preacher reads names of children who are to work on the audio

tape that is set up at listening stations in the back of the room,

and caiis'up the group that is to read.]

T4ACher's comarearrrid-hatritig-tb-do-a-lotereiit
things

at the beginning because my aide is titit. She usually

handlea getting kids to work on the aUdib tapes and then I

can just get started with my groups.

[Teacher: First of all, if you are in the car, you might be

One of two plates. Where might yOU be?

Pupil: The city.

.Teacher; O.K.]

Teacher's comment: That was sort of interesting because I was

ladking for "front" (seat) or "back", and Mark came up with

"city." My thought was different than what I'd planned;

thought, maybe I can getrhiM to see opposites using "tity:"

And I said, "well if you're not in the city, where are you?"

And he didn't came up with If country, he came up with town."

He was thitkitg -same things; and I was thinking opposites;

[Teacher: We haVe some people that are moving'in Our story

today; and up on the board is the name of some people that

are moving ,into the. apartment house. Can you find something

up there that you think is a name?

Pupil: Movers.

Teacher: Those are the people that move you,-but can you find

the name of the people that are going to move ?]

Teacher's comment: Their interpretation of "naFe" and mine is

-really different at that point. They really got stuck on

"movers."

14



15,

[Teacher: I'M thinking of a clue that might be up there on the

board that would let you ktow it's someone's name. (Pause)

What is there different about pedide- names ?]'

Teacher's comment: At this point I realized that.capital letters

needed some work. They could not see that that helped them

find a name

[Mather:. What does your name start with?

Pupil: A capital.

Teacher: Does everybody's name start with acapital?

Pupil: I don't know.

.Teadher: Ask Jerry and see if his does.

Teacher: So if you look up on the board for a word that ,tarts

with a capital 'letter, you might find the name of- 'somebody:

Anybody see a name?

Pupil: Bob Johnson.

Teacher: That might be the person who's moving in. O.K. Who can

find me a word that ...]

Teachers comment: I rbalized that we hadn't ever solved the name

of the people who were moving in,. and I just decided we've

worked at it long enough, and it's going to come when they

read the story;

[Teacher: Open to-page 92. Look at the pictures. What can.YOU

tell the about the family that's moving in?

Pupil: They're Mexican.

Pupil:. NO. They're Black.



, Teacher: Gee, we've got d lot of different opinions.]

Teachet'S comment: They really got hung up on what nationality

-their were.. I wasn't looking for that-- just that they were

a family, that-there was a boy.-- sort of setting the situa-

16

tion. But they got into if he was brown or black. So I just

sort of tried to change it a little bit.

[Teacher: We can't see the boys face right now, but what kind of

face do yop think:he has on?

Pupil: Brown.

TeaCher: I think I worded that wrong, because I said what does

his face look like. What kind of feelings do you think he

has?)

TeaCher 105 had planned thalesSon carefully and had certain

expectations about what pupils would say in response to-questions. When

these expectations were not met, the teacher did not view this as a pupil

error, but rather as a difference in interpretation between teacher and

Pupil. The decisions, then, tended to be whether to work with the pupil's

interpretation or to try to shift the pupil over to the teacher's inter-

-

This resulted in the teddier's emphasis on pupil-related and

plat=talatad decisions. In this lesson, interestingly enough, the teacher

focused on teddhet=ptpil:differences, rather than on individual differences;

between puPils; The interactive segments in this protocol exemplify

direct teaching; with mainly factualquestions askedi and with brief,'

factual answers from pupils; The use of positive feedback is evident,

with the teacher accepting pupil answers even when they were not the

answers expected.
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The generally positiVe and accepting view of pupils that emerges

from this protocol typified TeaChet 105's Whole approach to the class-
,

room. This perspective probably contributed a great deal to this

teacher's expressed belief that pupils should be given some responsibility

vr managing their Ow ug.

ReSponses to the pupil sort task f011Owihg this lesson reflected ,

this teacher's oveiall focus on involvement in instruction. The groups

formed included:

1. invblved in the lea-Sbh more than usual (2 pupils, attentive but

not as responsive on their own as they usually are (3)i had

problems today that were titaa-ib1y caused by teacher's.wording :(1);

2.- students who interacted with each_othet; asking questions about

capital letters in their naciles-(4)-; students who stayed out:of

thisinteraCtion (2); and

3. pupils who h4Ve been on the perimeter but today seemed to be

trying extra 'hard (2), pilpilS_who were already conscious of

the need to be concentrating durihg reading (4);

When the interviewer asked the teacher to sort pupils according to

their success in the lesson; the groups- formed were: the pupil who

was doihg the beat (1); successful students; feeling good abOut themselVeS,

not needing lots of extra help .(3); unsuccessful students; whose reading

problems were particularly noticeable today (2);:and pupils who made a

decision on their own as to what to doduring this period (12).

Teacher 105's conceptions of pupils in this lesson were highly

focused on the amount and type of involvement in instruction exhibited.

This attention to specific pupil behavior. in the pupil sort task was

paralleled by the fact that observation of verbal behavior was the

principal source of information mentioned in the stimulated recall

protocol. Teacher recall of prior knowledge was mentioned as an

information source for only 30% of the decision points discussed. These

responses indicate that this teacher was collecting new information about



pupils during the lesson. There was no expressed awareness of the principles

of instruction. being used, or of alternatives that could be followed,

but there was a clear emphasis on modification of procedures and plan=

related decisions; indicating that the teacher had a plan and a procedure

in mind.

TO summarize, the. January lesson for-Teacher 105 was an instance of

a lesson where the teacher did perceive a discrepancy betveen the

lesson plan and the classroom 'reality in that pupils did not always

respond in expected ways; but these discrepant answers Vete not Perceived

as pupil errors for the most part; The discrepancy was not critical to

pupil learning. There was no perceived discrepancy.iin relation to the

teacher's-major goal; for the teacher hated that pupils took responsibility:

fot Self-Management and followed the established patterns of classroom

organization. The teacher information processing in this lesson can be

characteriid as "reality-oriented.'' The teacher was very aware of the
__

pupils.' act 1 behavior; although observation was focused by the plan

for the le son; Problems were handled mainly by-"inflight" detiSiOtS,

rather than routiftet

_Teacher 1a3: Problem-Oriented Information Troceastm
/

Teaciter 103 attempted to foster bothcognitiVe and social independence

in Children in her first-grade classroom; Most of the lessons ObServed

for this teacher were small group lessons introducing new tasks and

activities which pupils would later carry on independently. The

teacher estimated that only about IOZ of her instructional time was

normally devoted to these group settings. This teacher's typical

interactive pattern; in these group situations; showed a heavy use of

factual information processing; with directiVe protedures, instructional

implementation, and positive feedback also clearly in evidence. Student

39
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and teacher talk was evenly divided. There was a iow incidence of higher-

order information proceSsing exhibited in the verbal interaction, but

this was somewhat misleading in thiS case; for the aCtivities.in vhich -

the pupils were engaged required a great deal of conceptual level

inforMatiOn processing. This thinking was evidenced in their manipula-

tion of materials, .rathet than in their comments, however: Teacher 103

was very close to.the'group norms in interactive verbal behavior. With

regard to.conceptions of pupils, this teacher focused on pupil personality

traits (especially self-direction) and on pupil grawth or progress -in

learning.

In'the stimulated recall protocols, Teacher 103 tended to discuss

pupil:related decisions, and to give descriptiona of the events that

were occurring. The principal instructional concerns discused were

A
_

pupil cognition, modification of procedures, and lesson content, with an

emphasis on the skill or process being taught. The principal source of

information identified by this teacher was observation of pupils nonverbal

behavior. Teacher awareness was high, with equal attention givep.to

identification of alternatives, statements of instructional principle-a

being used, and expressions of fealings experienced at various points in

the lessons.

- The January lesson was a fairly typical example of Teacher 103's

g instructional process, as were the verbal interaction exhibited

and comments on the stimulated recall protocol. In thi-lesson, the

teacher was working with four children designated as fairly high in

ability. The teacher presented three sentences written with, picture=

symbols to represent sounds.i The children decOded these sentences,:

teitlitig them aloud., . ThenrtWith the aid,Of charts that presented associated

picture =-symbols and letter symbols; the childrenrewrote the sentences

40
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in letter symbols, using individual chalk boards.

- A feW dicderpts.frot the stimulated recall protocol, including samples

of the verbal interaction Whith the teacher was discuSaing,will serve to

give, the flavor of the leaSon and this teacher's thinking;

(Pupils, in unison, reading picture-symbols: Look at that cake.

_
Teacher: Now, we're re going to write the sentence on your

chalkboards. We're going to start with the first word.

What was the first word again?

Pupils: Look

Teacher: That's right. Look.

Teacher's comment: After we had done this for a while, it came a lot

easier. I was amazed-at:the littIastruggles that were going on

to get that first word on that chalkboard; I had attempted-to

pick kids that I thbught were. pretty clogetogether, but they

weren't-ail at the same point.

-pupil writing on chalkboard makes:an error, writes "tat" instead

of "that"..]

Teacher's comment: I was trying to think about how I was going to
/

correct any errors that took place, and coul:!c't came up With

anything except Tut to say to a child, "Look at . What

bothered me was bat when I Said,. "Look at -" it indicated

there was a mistake;. instead of just saying, "You've made a

mistake."

; She.had Stime trouble corzccting that. She'd written "tat"

-*Tastead of "th," so she tried to squeeze in the "h% and there

41
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wasn't room, so she had to erase the "a", then she tried to

squeeze in the "a" and had to erase the "t." It was kind of

like dominoes, you squeeze one in and they all fall over.

[Pupil hat Written "Lb-6k at that" on chalkboard. There is not

enough room left to fit "cake" on the same line, but he starts

to write it there anyway.

Teacher: Why.doet you put that on the next line?]

Teacher's comment: I With I had let hith figure that out for

himself; but I interfered. I should have just let hith try to

fit it in; and if he couldn't; then he wouIdknaw/that he bid

to go down to the next line; They've worked on chalkboards

enough. But in my need to gat through this lesson, I said,

"Why don't you erase that, please?" I knew it as soon as

I'd said it.

[Pupils reading aloud from their chalkboards, in unison:

Look at that cake.]

Teacher's comment: I decidedl wasn't going to be too picky about

their folloWing my directions. I had said, "Point to your'

-words," and Dennis was pointing, but Tricia over here wasn't,

and Gina was still- making het last letter. So, I just quickly

was tryingto thinkyhether there was any point in my being

that,particular about it.

And I-was aware that there was so much goIng-on here.

Steven was left handed and he was sounding out those words,'

yet he was having to concentrate on not rubbing out the chalk

With .his left hand and Trivia was concerned becaUse her chart .
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way lying flat on the desk, and she's a little short, and was having

trouble looking up at the lettera. And Gina was concerned because

she was-having trouble making the letters. There were a lot of

things to see.

(Pupas writing a second sentence on their Chalkboards; while

teacher observes.]

Teacher's comment: There were so many ways of arproaching this with

the kids. Dennis finished first, and poor Gina was still over

there trying to get it done. It Just reaffirmed for me not to

dO this kind. of group thing very often becaUse Dennis had to

sit and WAit,tand Gina may have felt pUshed and in competition

with sameone-elae.--SO-While I thiuk=-Itlsimportanttodothings

in groups sometimes, I was glad I didh't do this kind.of.thing

all the-iime;

[This lesson ended with'the teacher moving about the room talking

t

individually with pupils who had been working independently.]

Teacher 103`s, attention to'detaila of pupil's nonverbal behavior is

clearly evident -in this protocol, as is the tendency to engage in

constructive-selfevaluation: This teacher's objective was to have

children master a new taski so that they could later work on similar

taSkt:indepentigicitly The verbal interaction indicatea that a fairly

directive approach was taken. for accomplishing this goal. The teacher'S

report of the interactive thinking that accompanied this approach suggests

that the teacher was very aware of, and not very satisfied with, the
. ,

compromises being made in this lesson.

The goal was to have'thildret succeed at this task so they could

proceed with confidende on their own. It was disconcerting to realize

.-de4



that the children; though carefully selected; were actually quite

different in their ability to handle the task; The goal was to haVe

children identify and correct their own, errors so,that they could be

more accurate in their independent wOrk; but the pressures of time

resulted in the teacher's compulsion to point out errors rather. that-.

wait for pupils to discover them; This teacher's basic discomfort

23

with the group setting was heightened by an awareness of so many detailed

differences in pupil responses to the task. This type of discomfort

probably had contributed greatly to the teacher's original dediSiOn to

emphaSize independent activity as the basic instructional process in the

-
classroom.

Teacher 103's responses to the pupils -sort task at the close of this

-Tyson- reflected. similar concerns and attention to detail. The groups

formed included:

1. children I interacted_ with over reading ( 1papils); children

I didn't interact with (4);

children who were more at ease and sure of themselves today
than they have been.'(4); children 1 would like to see becoMe
more self-confident (3); children who are already self-confident (4);

3. children -who are taking important gains in reading skills and
growing by-leaps (5), children who are fairly advanced and
progressing step by step (6); and

4; children in the group who interacted with each other_(2)i\
children in the group.who focused on the task and did not
interact with others much (2);.

On the intervidOet=ititiated grouping of pupilsaccording toAcheii,

-

success in this particular reading lessdh; the teacher first formed one

group of 15 pupils; saying that they were all successful because they

46t-their lootk-done; Then the teacher indidated that if pupils were

ranked against each other, they would all into our different groups;

This final grouping was based mainly on ability/achievement and the
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descriptors were: to dhildten Who sound out words really fast (4); two

groups who are kind of in the middle (4) and (3); and bottom children who

can sound out words but do it slowly (4).

Teacher 103's conceptions of pupils in this lesson were fairly:

specifid in that thtee of the four teacher-initiated groupings refered

at least rt to obadtVatiota ftbm the lesson itself; They were

tied; rather than focused, for they dealt with pupil personality, growth/

progress; and task performance; This attention to a variety of pupil

behaViora was also evident-in the stimulated recall protocol, where the

principal sources of itfottatibt were both verbal and nonverbal behavior

of pupils; Teacher recall was mentioned as an information source on only

10% of the decision points discussed;

.

These responses indicated that the teacher was collecting a goo
o

deal of new itkitthaticit about.pupils during the course of this lesson;

The teacher had a plan in mind, but'this plan did not serve to focus the

observation of pupils very sharply;

.

To Sim,rite, the- January lesson for Teacher 103 was an instance

where there was an important discrepancy perceived between the teacher plan.

and the dlassroot reality. The teacher comments presented -in the stimulated,

recall protocol indicated concern with the differences between the:

teadhet'S expectations for the lesson and the reality of the lessOtcas it

progressed. This concern was reflected in the coding of the stimulated

recall protocol by the increase in description of events (from a "normal"

33% to 52% of the decision points) and an accompanying decrease in

discussion of decisions made.

The discrepancy noticed by the teacher was primarily related to

learning, for comments fodused on the problems of individual pupil

differeApes that surfaced in the lesson; Since group instruction was

pupil
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not the typical mode for this-class, the sense of discrepancy was

focused on' this particular lesson, rather than on the instructional system

as a:whole.

The teacher information .processing in this lesson can be characterized

as "problem- oriented." A variety of new information was. collected through

observation of pupils during this lesson. This can be considered analogous

to the search for information that typifies effective problem solving

behavior. Decision making in this lesson was postponed. That

is,. few immediate solutions to problems were identified.. The decision

points discussed tended to be reporta of the teacher's indecision, rather

than adjustments for the lesson that was in progress.-

Summary

Tket-htee case studies present an interesting.progression with regard

to the amount of teacher-perceived discrepancy between plan and reality.

For these lessons, differences in amount of perceived discrepancy were

accompanied by differences in the type of information about pupils that

was processed during the lesson, as'well as by differences in decision

making behavior.

When little or no discrepancy between teacher plan and classroom

reality was perceived, the teacher processed information derived largely

from preformed images of the lesson and the pupils, and matters were

handled by established routines. When a..minor discrepancy oetween plan

and reality was perceived, the teacher'processed information derived

largely from pupil'behavior exhibited during the lesson, but observations

of pupils were focused by the plan the teacher had in mind. Inflight

decisions were made in this situation.

A clear shift was observed when the teacher perceived a more serious.

discrepandy between plan and reality. - The teacher processed more varied

46
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information about pupils. Observation was not clearly focUSed by the .

teacher plan, and took on some qualities of a search strategy. DediSians

in this situation were postponed; and the teacher shifted

from discussing decisions being made to providing descriptions of the

lesson events.

The' data from these case Studies demonstrate that the amount of

discrepancy between teacher plan and classroom reality was a critical

variablein the information processing and decision making of these

teachers. These leSSOns were not isolated cases. For 18 of the 60

lessons on which stimulated recall data were collected; teachers were

also interviewed regarding the conceptions of. pupils that they formed

during that leSSon. On the basis of the combined Seth of data, these

lessons can be ClASSified as examples of image-Oriented (four lessons),

reality-oriented (11 IeSSOnS); or problem-oriented (three lessons)

information processing; The apparent.differences among these three

types of IESSOnS'are summarized graphically in the:Figure.

Minor Discrepancy Critical Discrepancy

Classroom
Reality

TeaCher-Plan

Image-
Oriented
Information

Processing;

Decision
Points
Handled by

--Es tabiished-
Routines

Reality-
Oriented
Information
Prdcessing;

Decision
Point,s

Handled by
Inflight
Decisions

Problem-
Oriented
Information
Processing;

Decision
Points
Handled by
Postponement
of Decisions

. .

,Figure: A Graphig Summary of Observed Differences in Teacher Information

PrOcessing and Decision Making
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Earlier studies of teacher decision making have separated the

examination of preactive (teacher planning) and interactive information

processing (e.g., Morine & Valiance, Note 4) and Morine-Dershimer &

Valiance, Note 5); The South Bay Study findings suggest that

future studies will profit from the closer examination of the relation-

ships among the teacher plan, the classroom reality; and the patterns of

interactive information processing and decision making. For it would

appear that the amount of Rerceived'discrepancy between teacher plan and

classroom reality may be a crucial. factor in determining whether inter-

active decision points are handled by established routines, inflight

decisions, or postponement of decisions to a later time when.the

opportunity for more reflective thinking will be available.
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)Appendix

Category System for Stimulated Retall_PratatoIs

General EXplanation

This category System contains four major categories, each of which

contains several sub-categorieS. The major categories are:

1. Type of Decision Point -- the kind of decision, or nondecision,

that the teacher is reporting;

InStructional Concerns -- the elements of instruction that

command the teacher's attention, i.e., that the teacher reports

noticing;

Sources of Information 7- the types_of_input that the teacher

.indicates s/he is alert to during the lesson; and

4. Teather Awareness -- the varieties of cognitive and affective
responses that the teacher mentions experienting during the lesson.

At each teacher - designated decision point, the teacher's comments in the

stimulated recall interviews are coded to indicate the type of decision point

Under diScusSion; the instructional concerns) mentioned (more thanomemay be

reported at any given decision Point), and the sources of information. referred

_

to (may be more than one). whet.a type of teacher _awareness is reported, this

is also codid, but this does not 'occur at every decision point.

.In the section which follows; each subcategory is defined, and examples

are given of teacher comments that illustrate each subcategory. The sentence

cr phrase that determines the coding designation is presented in the context

of the teacher's other comments, rather than,in isolation, in order to give the

reader a clearer. idea of the application of this coding system.

The use of multiple coding, AS deStrihed above, is illustrated below, .-

__ _ . _

with two examples;



Type of Decision Point:.
supplementary decision.

Source of Information:
pupils' verbal behavior

Instruction4%Conceres:
lesson content,
information

31

There's decision making right here;
1__s_tuck__-some_thing_an; One of the
vocabulary words_they had was "metal "_
and as I was reading phrases and_leaVing
out the words and developing their
vocabulary; some of them Were saying ,

"medal and_someiftre saying- "metal!':
I hadn't planned to bring in -the-two
sepatate-meatingsrandthiAmto separate
spellings, but I just brought out the =

faCt that- they Were saying two different'
words, and then we talked about_the
separate meanings. So they pulled me
into deciding to go ahead and get that
straightened out;

2. At this point,"two_of them had_
one answer and the rest of the1 had.
something different; I decided to

Type of Decision.Point: give 'them more clues as to whatit
pupil-related decision could be, because they were confused;

most of them were saying "sock" and
Source_of Information:

it was Supposed to be "sack." I saidpupils verbal behavior
---Stcould7he7sde-ontTbrE-or c offi-

Teacher Awareness:
principle ofinstruction

Instructional Concern:
commercially

produced instructional
4 materials

and they still said "sock." They have
a tendency to Sump to conclusions, you
know, so I gave them more clues as to
what it could be.
I don't likef_zo_te:.1.____.4.07.--hat-the

answcc is, because it's not really
helping them too much.
Although some of the clues on these
cards are really ambiguous, or things
that these kids don't have in their
experiences.
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Subcategory Definitions and Examples

. Type of Decision Point

A. Pupil-related -decision. Teacher reports a decision to behave in a
particular way, bated chiefly upon characteristics or behavior of
an individual pupil or group of pupils; Examples include:

1. When I realized Ruben might not be able to add, I moved my chair
,.=-- bade:
2.

.
Her speecli pattern is going a little bit more rapidly; and
therefore she's kind of slurring over her words; So.I
oemphasized to say the words more clearly and distinctly.
to-not use lazy lips.
I decided I had done enough with them. They were getting
,antsy and needed to move on.

Pian,,ralated-decision._ Teacher reports a decision to behave in
a particular way, based chiefly upon the original goals of the.
lesson. Examples include:

. I was having to bite my tongue to keep from showing.them
how to make a "K", because we've done the letter 'V-i'--nd----------
we're-cirattiedd it, and dii three of them were having trouble
getting the "K "- written, __HY tendency was to rush in there
and help -them with the "K", but then I realized that, you
Ictow4.this wasn't a handwriting Iesson,and I'd have to fodus
on the "K" at another time;

. . -

?. road written some questions-on the board -over there, and
I had given them paper to answer the third question; about
comprehension, and I noticed that it wasn't working out
like I thought, because they were so hung up in writing_
sentences and spelling a word right that they were_missitg
aid pOiat. I just really wanted to_know if they had read
the story while I was trying to get_the_SRA gtodp together,
and'io I decided I'd justabandontheldea of answering the
questions on paper, and they could just tell me.orallywha:t
they had read.

-

C. Supplementary decision. Teacher reports a decision to it-CIO-did a
topic or activity that-,was.not part_of the original plan, based-
On a sudden idea; or on'the suggestion of a student. Examples

-include;

1.' Right here I decided that they could all go and get their
dictionaries, since they thought, Chris was cheating by
using-his (to think. of words beginning wlth "ci"). I
figured that if they could find "ci" in the dictionam_

=they-copld-find-the-words, and that was = perfectly all right-_
KAI two birds with one stone. .:I'm going to have that
'kid (Chris) plan all my lessons.

2. I hadn't planned on_that at an, but it struckAg.as I was
talking about today's lesson, which is -a little whimsical
thing about this cute little walrus, that we, were going

53
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to read another story about a walrus later that's really a
tragic thing. One'of the character's -is goied to death by
A walrus. So I thought, I think I'll show them that here's
Another story, but, it's really a different one.,

D.' Explanation of routine procedures. Teacher explains a routine that
is being used in the lesson; but does not report ,any interactive
decision in relation to use of that routine. Examples include:

1. You'll see that they aren't paying very much attention. ,I
don't make them follow when another child is reading. For
some of them; just to concentrate when they themselves are
reading is enough; much less trying to follow when someone
else is reading; so I don't insist that they look at each
word as another child is reading.
When I'm going around checking-with individual kids like
this, I make a list of who it is I listen to -- if I listen
to them reading sentences, or 'Listen to them reading a book,
or watch them doing a workshe2t--and then. I just\assess. I
either give them a plus; or a check, or a minus, and then
use.that as a basis for who's goingto move on to what at
some future point.

E. Description of specific events. Teacher describes what is happening
At that point in the lesson and may give_barksround informer ion
butdoes-not-explain-routine -iirbe:eduies related to the event or
report any decision related to it. Examples include:

1. noticed that Lonnie came up to_ the- board three timesand t"
never,wrote one word: If you asked her anything about what
we did, I don't think she could tell you one.thing; 'cause
I don.'t think she's paying attention; but she wanted to be
.up there.

1

Now this little.girl, I've had a hard time getting her to
come up to me with things, and to question things, and I
talked to the parent, at conference time about this; and so
there's been parental: encouragement for her to come up and
ask queitions; and I've encouraged 3t a lot,.so it's a good feeling
right at thit moment to hear/her asking these questions.

II. Instructional Concerns

A,. Pupil learning; Teacher comments upon what pupil(s) already kno0e or
about recent pupilchanges in knowledge, or about what pupils) does:notyet
know but may need to'know. Examples include:

1. She was saying something like "tub.' 1 She wasn't putting the.
"g" sound at the end. She was the ouly one that didn't have that sound.
I asked-her if she knew that sound, because it's kind of a tricky
one,for them; and she said she didn't,- so I had another child say

iThe.term."concerns" is used_ here-it:the sense of "matters that command attention;",
rather than in the sense of "worries.".
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the' word so she could hear the sound.

2: He's having trouble with the difference between a capital H and

a small h here, so I was wondering at this point just how to

get across the idea that it's the same sound, the same word.

:=I'll probably work with him on some flash cards,_using this _

type of thing with different words, and getting him zeroed in on

the fact that it's the same word regardless of whether it
begins with a capital or small letter.

3. He had something pretty hard on that paper. It was on multiple

meanings of words, but it included some obscure meanings of

-common_words._ I decided to-give him more help than I would
have some of the other kids, even though he's a strong student,
because I knew it was a hard paper.

Pupil attitudes/affect. Teacher comments on feelings that pupils may

be experiencing. Examples include:

1. He was giving a definition, and he's sort of a smart-alecky kid,

but when he gave it in that way, the kids laughed and he was

embarrassed, and I caught his embarrassment. They were

laughing at him because he said "it's the player you play with."

So I was trying to, show that in some ,small way he could be right,

but still clear up what an "opponent" really is.
Madeline really needs more direction, more reinforcement. She's

one that if,my ffnger is there to guide her she feels much better..

So I have to repeatedly go back to her and assist her, and I have

to pull away a little bir to see if she can struggle. I want her

to struggle a little bit on her own, but I don't want her to

struggle so much that she's going to be defeated.

C. Pupil_behaviorfartenrfon; Teacher comments on observationa ofpupils
related to discipline or classroom management. Examples. include:

1. I was watching to see if they were paying attention. I'm very

conscious.of whether or not they are paying attention, because'

they are very wigg3y, and they don't always give me their

attention. '

2. Do you hear `that_ "drum" going in the background -- somebody's-banging

on the desk, or.something? I was wondering; let's see, how can

I solve this one now, without having to leave this post. I

noticed Barbie (a cross-age tutor) was giving flash cards; back

lheln4 and I made a decision right about then to have Barbie go_.

over and speak to them.'

D. Lesson Content-information: Teacher comments on the facts or concepts

that are being covered in the lesson._ Examples include:

; There were several that couldn't answer.- So I'm asking one person

to go back-and read the last paragraph aldud to the grotp-tofind
out; And that way I'm trying to=emphasize, you know, that things

are divided into paragraphs; Cve been-showing them about pare-

!graphs.
2; We talk abOdt.Japanese,cnstons all the Way_through.these stories;

About taking your shoes off as you enter; and so forth;. and one
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. of the Japanese customs_was giving two toy &Cgs to a newborn baby,

. .s6 that's why I asked them to skint the page, 'cause-I wanted them.
to find the Japanese custom.

C.- Lesson con#ert or process. Teacher comments on the techniques or
procedures that-are being taught in the lesson; :Examplet include:

1. I'm tryitg to get_them to learn a decoding process, and so I was
trying to assess if they were ready, if they could decode the
words frond the picture sounds that I was giVing them, atd,if
they were going to be-able to do that whet they got te'the Work-=
sheets. I.decidedthat Alfonso really needed a little Lore
practice, and so did the child on this side; Well; actually, all
three-of:them needed itp_so that's why I continued.

2. I'm really more concerned now Mith_the process and procedures of
the classroom, and kids working indepetdently tithout_me having
-to really zero in on them. I find that if I -can Spend more title

now in getting techniques and procedbres and the self7motiviation
going, then to have less of a hassle later on, in pulling
groups_out and doing small_group instruction; So that really is
the Main focus of any of the reading lessons I'm doing right nom.-

-
Typical procedures: Teacher comments on the instructional or management
rattites that are being used in the Classroom. Examples include:

I_realited that we had lust about come to the end of this part of
the story - we'll-read the next part tomorrow so I gave them the
Worksheets to do, and also_gave them_the directions. I always like
to read- the directions with them, and then they da it at their_seata.
I wanted the answerthat they had- neveromted any shodai and Mhet
he said that they were out of shoes (barefoot) all summer, the
I_reilized that_he bad not read it carefully enough, and that's
why I. want him to find it, to prove it to ne. I try tod6 that
.(with an Incorrect- answer), and I'll also, if someone else is
eagerly waving their hand, I'll call on them, too, to See what
their answer,is. And then if_I get several answers, I'll ask them
all to reread it, tosee what's right.

G. Ebeification of procedures. Teacher Comments that a typical instructional

or-management techtique is being changed slightly during this lesson;
Examples include:

They were getting antsy: and they needed to move on, and I was
feeling the need to gei\lto the other kids. I was trying to
decide how mitchj shoitld give. them as a contract (Independent
work) because they had Spent so muoh-timewithme._ I knew I
Couldn't give them a full contact, expecting_them to do as much
as the other children had done, so I was trying to decide what
I should cross off (on'their contracts).
Imas bothered, because biok,at this table were a group Of kids
with_my aide, getting things checked; and over at that table were
the kids just finishing_ their audiotape_drill, and-my aide -should
A_really have been_over there to meet with those kids and get them
settled, and both groups were making noise. .Atd I kept waiting
for-her to settle dowd:One group or another, and it didn't happen.
So. I finallY. decided, OA.; I'm going to have to stop and at least
get one-group quieted; i Maybe that will gether to get her grant,

quieteddown:



materials. Teacher comments on

published textbooks, or other manufactured teaching materials being used
Examples include:in the lesson.

1.. It may go against the grain in a lot of people, but the repetition
in this program is exactly what poor learners-need. Scmetimes

repetition can get boring, and anyone would tune out, but that
doesn't seem to happen in this particular program. It seems to

be a challenge tothem, but the repetition isi I think, what
gets through,- because if you hear me say "mmmm" for ten months,

you're gonna know what "rnmae' isby then. It's phenomeuaI how
many times you go over the sounds in months, or in a week, and

they dc catch on.
Z. There was one thing I noticed here. The type was bothering her=-

something about the letter "j ". And there'snot much I could do

about that. This has happened to her on two nr three occasions.
It's not A very good "j" they have in this book; '

I. Teacher -- produced instructional materials. Teacher comments on materials

he/she has prepared for use in the lesson. Ekamples include:

1. I'm trying to get them away from my drawing everything for them,
And so sometimes (on a_worksheet, instead of putting aword and
a picture for that word) _I leave_a space blank, so they can do
their own picture; and also so they can sound that word out for

themselves; because if they have a blank space there, then they
will read the word to find out what to draw. EventUally I Will
have them draw all the pictures themselves (as well as copy the
words).

2. She interrupted.' The -paper she brought up was made up of sentences
that I had put on a ditto,_and the words in these sentences were
taken from books that she had read previously and she knew every
word on that page.- But sometimes these.children-- whet,I say

sometimes; I meanoftentimes 77 they can read the print in one
book, -but when we change into .another book with the same vocabulary,
they don't recognize-one word. I've.often wondered if other teachers
realize that, or know it, or believe it,- because I15elieve it; - And
these dittoes are for that purpose, so that they getto see the
words in different context.

J. Plan -- reated_paning. Teacher comments on timing of activities, or
speed of content coverage in a lesson, giving a lesson pIan,daily
schedule, or long-term curriculum outline as the principal reason for
what is occuring. Examples include:

1. The way I have it set up, there are 96 pages'in each book, and ifN
we take 5 pages a day, we can do one book a month, and it works
out good that way. It's not too much, and its fair.

2. I looked up at the clock, because a lot of times I forget about
recess and we run over, so I was trying to keep track of the

time, so I could see if we were going to have enough time for

them to do their worksheets).
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1;;. _.PAIRi-.1.,reaatred. Teacher comments on the tithing of .activities;
or speed of content coverage.in a lessoni giVing pupil Characteristics or
pupil_ responses as .the principal reason for what is occurring., Examples
include:

1.. How long I stayed .oneach word here depended on how quickly -they
got .1. kind of waited until they all got "aaa" (short a).
Someone started out with "aaa" and "cat" but I waited until
they all got "cat." I think someone was saying something else;
like."can"i at firsti and I welted until they finally- caught oni
and then went on.

2. In my mind-1'm always trying to decide; when one:personlike_that
is having trouble, whether I_should take the_whole grouP's,tiMe.
And it depends on howmuch time it takes,_aad how much help the
child xteeda.._'_Camstere-are-a-few7ta-that-group that I take
by_themselves afterwards because:they really aren't reading as
well as the rest of the group. but it's always a decision I have
to make, whether to take.the time then or later;.

III. Sources of Information

A. Observation of pupils' verbal behavior.
Teacher indicates awareness of an oral communication from a pupil;
Examples include:

1. -I was asking them to start making a robot at home; and I heard
someone whisper, "I'll getmy dad to build one." Andthen I
thought, O.K., I'd better nip that one. I think probably some
parents are going to'help their kids more than others. But I
try when they come in with them to accept them, regardless of
what they look like. Like last year; I accepted the one made out
of.a cereal box, that didn't really look like a robot.

2. He said "electric" and the word was "electrical." I wanted
him to say the word correctly. So _I looked back at him. I
didn't say anything. I just looked at him.

B. Observation of pupils' nonverbal behavior; Teacher indicates aware-
ness of a pupil's facial expression; or posture, or gesture, and
reads meaning into this; Examples include:

1; I-related to what she had just read and made a comment.about it,
to -see her reaction, to see if she remeMbered what she had read;
and the way she smiled at me; she knew what she had read, and so
this is a way of checking up on comprehension.

2. i was seeing them, you know,searching_around the_bottom, and
looking up and around, andkind_of looking at each otlier's Chalk
boards, and I was just taking_that as a clue that they weren't _

zeroing in, writing the way they were supposed to.

C. Teacher expectations. Teacher comments focus on their expectations
regarding pupiibehavior and learning, rather than on their,actual
observations. Examples include:
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1. I was thinking that it was going to be an uphill -pull to get

them to pay_auffitient attention for me to explain -the lesson;

and right -after thatieven though I went over it with them,

they didn't know what to do-- they didn't follow. But thit

is a'Very low group, and you would have to stand on your head.

2. That was a decision, for me to ask thet,."what sound does

take?" before we actually got into our boOks. I guess I was

trying to tniie them in before we,got started on our books, be-

cause _like the_ word 'tan" and "mat" both begin with an

and after teething as_long as I have, I'm fully convinced

that some children only loOk at the beginning letter and guess.

They don't see the whole thing; and you've gpt'to train them

toil° that.

D. Teacher recall of-prior-knowledge. Teacher indicates awareness of

infottation relative to a pupil or event, specificallpinformation

that was obtained before the lesson began. ExampIos include:

1. There I'm making a special effort not to upset Cheryl, because

she has been having problems here and at home. She has home

problems, and so she's been very sensitive, and she's had

crying spells, and so forth, and'so I was really trying not to

upset her. I asked her in a nice way to read silently.

I'm re-explaining the directions here because she raised her

hand and asked for help. Now, the boy next to her will not

raise his hand at, all or ask for any help, no matter what, and

a lot of times his things are wrong, so as I was passing her,

I glanced over his shoulder to see how he was doing.

Teacher records. Teacher indicates use of information that hat

been previously recorded. Examples include:

1. There was some indecision here because I thcmglit=thiS group.

Tias working on chart 5 (Words-in-Color chart), but some of

the children thought it was chart 6. That's when I deCided

to go back to my desk and check my notes, and it was chart 5.

2. There I stopped because I noticed one group that was being

tutored, they weren't really loOking_like they were paying

attention. They were talking instead of reading. But I

couldn't remember what the (cross-age) tutor's name vas, so I

had to check my schedule to see who the_tutor was.

Teacher Awareness

A. Principles of instruction. TeaCher states a general rule that

s/he follows in a certain type of situation. Examples include:

4

1. I won't alloW a child to_just, to struggieover a word.: If

they come and ask for help, then I will read right along with

them; I won't read it for them;'I will:read with them;:ind

I will givethem the sound. If they say, "I need help with the

sound," I will jUstgiveit to them, and then have them try

to put that sound into a word; Otherwise it's%a'tetting

situtation, not a learning situtation.

2. If we're just doing creative writing, and they ask me hoW to

spell a word; then I'll'Write it on the board; But in reading

(seatwork) when I have to help so many people and,they're doing

so zany different thingsi I don't_haVe time to spell a lot of

words and so forth; So I. really don't cart- out how they spell
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.

a word at that point., The only-time I care abOut how to

spell a word is in spelling, really.

B. Teache-feelings expressed. Teacher describes emotions s/he was

experiencing at a particular point in the lesson. Examples included:

1. I_was really happy with what they did there. When I said,

"If you looked it up in a-dictionary, what would it say?" They

were -hitt blank, and then they laughed 'cause nobody could-think

of a definition. But then they thought a minute longer, and

they started using words like "vibration,"
"repeating," and I was

really happy. Nobody came up with "reverberation," but they

came up with synonyms for it, and. I felt that they knew more

what_I meant by defining "echo" than they had two minutes before,

and I felt really gratified.

2. I'm getting irritated with Deobrah here,_becease for some reason

I guess she really wants my attention. She will call me, and

I'll walk clear across the room to her, and she asks me some

dumb question that she already knows the answer for. She was

buggin me. I wish someone would show me how to kind of stop

her from asking just really dumb questions. YoU know, like --

Do I write on this line or this line? Do I breathe?-- something

that's just obviout, that she could solve herself. That's what

I was thinking about. -It had nothing to do with the lesson.

C. Alternativeprocedures ildentified. Teacher describes a technique or

procedure that s/he considered using in a given situtation in place

of the one s/he actually used. Examples Include:

1. I'm deciding here that if I hold the chart up and just ask them

to find the "a" sound and write it, I would be purely testing.

And-there was a flicker in my head of; am I going to test at

thiS point or am I going to atsist, and I decided that I had

to assist. I wanted it to be correct the first time, so _I

would assist all the way.through-- you know, look for this

clue; look for this next clue --and then I'd test later on.

. Tony came back in September and he was reading with no periods;

no nothing, he just went on. And I called periods "stop signs"

and said, if you're driving a car and don't stop at the stop"

signs, then you're going to get hit by the car coming around the

block. So anyway, here it is the beginning of the fifth week,

and I rotice that he'sstaking a breath at each period, and

starting over again. He didn'tevery time, but it wasn't

as bad today as it has been, and I didn't mention once about

stopping for the period. I should have praised him for it, but

I was afraid, to interrupthim, because he was doing so well.
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